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DEVELOPMENT OF A VOLUME H" ION SOURCE FOR

HEUTRAL BEAM INJECTOR

Yo«hikaru OKUMURA, Yoahihiro OHARA, Hiroshi HORIIKE,

and Takemasa SHIBATA

Department of Thermonuclear Fusion Research,

Tokai Research Establishment,JAERI

( Raceivad May a, 1984 )

The yield of volume-produced H~ ions is investigated in several

configurations of magnetic multipole plasma sources as a function of

plasma density, gas pressure, electron temperature and other operating

parameters. At optimum conditions, 6 mA H~ ion bean is extracted at a

beam energy of 10 keV with a current density of 12 mA/cm . The gas

pressure in the plasma source is as low as 0.5 Pa. The H~ current was

confirmed by the calotimetrical measurements.
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conf1gurat10ns of aagnet1c lIUltipole plasma sources as a funct10n of 

plasaa dens1ty， gaa pressure， electron te田peratureand other operat1ng 

parameters. At opt1aua condit10ns， 6 mA H-10n beam 1s extracted at a 

beam energy of 10 keV w1th a current dens1ty of 12 mA/cm2• The gas 
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conf1rmed by the cal01imetr1cal measurements. 
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体積生成型負イオン源の開宛

日本原子力研究所東嶋研究所鰍融合研究邸

奥村 4皇制・小原縛裕・姻池寛.e寝間猛制

( 1984年5月8日受埋〉

磁気多種プラズマ諏11:於いて.体積生成される水黛負イオン源の生成効率が.磁ti配位.

プラズマ密度.ガス庄..子温度等の閑散として調べられた。Al適条件のもとで. 6mA 

の水素負イオンが.エネルギー 1DkeV..流密度 12mA/cm'で引きIUされた。プラズマ

.のガス圧は. D.5Paと低い。引き/Jjされた!l1オン電流舗は.凧的な測定によゥても

磁服された。
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1. Introduction

The neutral bean injection in future fusion reactors will require

negative deuterium ion beams in order to achieve an acceptable

electrical efficiency at beam energies in excess of 200 keV. There

are three main methods now used to produce negative deuterium ( or

hydrogen ) Ion beans; double electron capture In vapor cell, surface

production and volume production. Out of these methods• the volume

production has big advantages over the other two methods. They are

(1) No use of cesium,

(2) Simple structure of the source,

(3) Low divergence of extracted beams,

(A) Low Impurity content in the beams,

(5) Stable and reliable operation.

These advantages makes the volume production method the most attractive

one for use in future neutral beam injectors.

In this method, however, there are two big problems that must be

solved. One is the problem of electron separation. Since the negative

ions produced have no more than thermal energies ( < 1 eV ), it is

difficult to separate the negative ions from plasma electrons. Leung et

al have installed a pair of magnets on a extraction aperture of the

accelerator and observed a significant reduction of electron current

/I/. But the ratio of electrons is still high and the problem will

become more serious in multi-aperture accelerators.

Another problem is the current density. For practical use, a
o

current density of more than 20-30 mA/cm will be required. Although

such high current density beams were extracted in a modified Penning

type ion source HI or a magnetron type ion source /3/ from a very small

aperture, scaling up these sources is not practical because of extremely

low gas efficiencies. Bacal et al found that there can be a copious

amount of H~ ions in a large area hydrogen plasma source /A/. Since

then, the efforts have been made by the workers in LBL /I/, Culham /5/,

Ecole Politechnique /6/ and Nagoya Univ 111 to extract high current

density beams from a large area plasma source under a low gas pressure.

At JAERI, our efforts have been concentrated on the latter problem.

As a first step, the dependence of extracted H~ current on various

plasma parameters such as plasma density, gas pressure and arc voltage

was investigated in simple multicusp plasma sources in order to

determine what the nost crucial parameter is. Then an attempt was made

- 1 -
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As a f1rst step. the dependence of extracted H-current on various 

plasma parameters such a8 plasma density. gas pressure and arc vo1tage 

was 1nvestigated 1n s1四plemulticusp plasma sources 1n order to 

determine what the most crucial parameter is. Then an attempt was made 
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to increase the H~ yield by using a tnndem multicusp plasma source.

where the discharge chamber is divided into two zones by magnetic

fields. The tandem structure has been studied theoretically by Hiskes

et al /8/ and experimentally by Leung et al /I/, Holmes et al /9/ and

Bacal et al /10/. Our tandem source is characterised by the fact that

the depth of the discharge chamber Is changeable so as to optimize the

size.

It is the purpose of the present paper to describe the

developmental work being conducted at JAERI and to present the

experimental results obtained with volume H~ ion sources.

2. Experimental set-up

A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.

Three types of plasma sources were used; a small size magnetic multicusp

plasma source ( S-Bveket ), a high-magnetic field large size magnetic

multicusp plasma source ( L-Bucket ) and a medium size tandem multicusp

plasma source ( T-Bucket ). Tha S-Bucket source produces high electron

temperature plasma, and the ratio of molecular lorn ( H* , H* ) in the

plasma is relatively high /ll/. On the contrary, the plasma produced by

the L-Bucket source has low electron temperature and has extremely high

proton ( H. ) yield because of a good plasma confinement /12/. Since the

structures of S-Bucket and L-bucket sources are shown in Ref.13

( in Fig. 15,16 ) and Ref.12, respectively, only the cross sectional

view of the T-Bucket source is supplied in Fig.2. TABLE I summarizes

the size and the characteristics of these three sources.

Beam was extracted from each source using the same accelerator.

The accelerator has three grids denoted plasma grid, extraction grid and

acceleration grid. Each has 1020 extraction apertures of 4 mm diam

within the requtangular area of 12 x 27 cm. In the present experiment,

all but the central A apertures of the plasma grid are masked by a
2

molybdenum plate. Thus the extraction area is 0.50 cm .

The H~ ions are extracted from the apertures by applying a negative

potential of 2-20 kV to the plasma grid. The other two grids are

connected to the ground. Since we do not employ any method to suppress

the electrons, a large anount of electrons are extracted together with

the H ions. In order to separate the electrons and to have a clear

measure of the H flux, a magnetic field is applied in the downstream

- 2 -
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beam drift region by using Helmholtz coils, whose center is placed at

80 en downstream of the accelerator grid. The coils have a diameter of

65 cm and typically produce a SO Gauss magnetic field at the beam axis.

The H~ions arc scarcely bent by this magnetic field, while the fast

electrons are deflected completely toward the electron beam dump.

The H current and its profile are measured by the Faraday cup,

which is mounted on the two-dimensional scanning mechanism. The cup has

two grids biased positively or negatively so as to suppress the beam

plasma particles and secondary emitted electrons. The diameter of the

entrance aperture is 1.0 mm. Behind the Faraday cup is a movable

calorimeter, which is made of a copper disk of 8 cm diam with a

thermocouple buried in the back side of the disk. In order to identify

the H~ ions and to measure the impurity concentration in the beam, a

compact magnetic mass analyzer was used. The distances from the

accelerator grid to the Faraday cup, the calorimeter and the mass

analyzer are 85 en, 92 cm and 135 cm, respectively.

The vacuum in the beam drift tank is maintained by six turbo

molecular pumps. The total pumping speed 1A about 12000 1/sec. If

necessary, an additional pumping speed of 15000 1/sec can be produced

by a cryopump. But, too much pumping makes the beam divergence worse due

to the space charge effect. Thus the pressure in the tank is maintained

at typically 2 x 10" Pa. The hydrogen gas is introduced continuously

into the ion source.

The experiment was made in a pulse mode. The beam duration was

0.1-1 sec with the duty cycle of 1/30.

3. Measurement of H~ current

In experiments on H~ ion sources special attention should be paid

to the measurement of the H~ current. Since the H~ ions often accompany

a large amount of electrons, the observed H~ current tends to be larger

than the true value. To avoid this error, we employed both electrical

and calorimetical measurements, and spent a lot of time to confirm the

measurements.

In the electrical measurement, the two-dimensional profile of the H"

beam was measured by the Faraday cup. The unneutralized H" current at

the position of the Faraday cup I~(FC) can be evaluated by integrating

the H~ profile over the whole area. The extracted H" current was then

- 3 -
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analyzer are 8S cm. 92 cm .nd 135 cm， re・pect1vely.
The vacuum 1n the be・mdr1ft tank 11 aa1nta1ned by o1x turbo 

molecu1ar pUlllpS. The total pumplna opeed 1..・bout12000 1/1cc. If 

neces.ary， .n ・dd1t10nalpu聞plngopeed of 15000 11・ーccan be produced 

by a cryopump. But， too much pump1ng 副 ke・the be・聞 d1v且rgenceworoe due 
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1nto the 10n source. 

百leexper1ment was made 1n a pulse mode. The beam durat10n wa9 

0.1-1 se巳 wlththe duty cycle of 1/30. 

J. Heasurement of H-current 

ln exper1ments on H 10n sources spec1al attent10n should be pa1d 

to the measurement of the H-current. S1nce the H-10ns often Llccompany 

a large amount of electron四， the observed H-current tends to be lDr~er 

than the true value. To avo1d th1s error. we employed both electr1cal 

and calorlmet1cal aeasureaents， and spent a lot of t1me to confirm the 

E陪 asurea田nts.

In the electrical meaSl.ore'・cnt.the two-dimensional profile of the H-

bea血 wasmeasured by the Faraday cup. The unneutral1zed H-current at 

the position of the Faraday cup I-(FC) can be evaluated by integrating 

the H-profile over the冒holearea. The extracted H-current was then 
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estimated by calibrating the neutralization efficiency. Figure 3 shows

an example of the beam profile for various Helmholtz coil current I ,
B

where the acceleration voltage V _ is 2 kV. When I - 50 A (17 Gauss),
aCC o

the H~ beam is nor separated from the electron beam. Although the tail

of the electron beam profile appears in right hand of the profile at I •
— t a

75 A (25 Gauss), the K ion profile is separated completely at I > 100
_ B

A (33 Gauss). By integrating the profile, the H~ current was found to

be 0.025 mA in this case.

In order to confirm the accuracy of this method, the measured

currents were compared with the known approximate values for cases of

H extraction and H~ plus electron extraction. For H + extraction the

true output current is approximately 90 % of the power supply I while
ace

for electron extraction the output and power supply Iace currents are

nearly identical. Figure 4 shows an example of the H + ion beam profile.

The H ions were extracted by reversing the polarity of the acceleration

voltage and applying a deceleration voltage to the extraction grid.

Integrating the profile, the H current is estimated to be 7 mA, which

is consistent with the output current of the power supply ( 9 mA ). The

extracted electron current Ie was also measured by this method by

turning off the Helmholtz coil current. The measured value showed a

good agreement with the output current. Thus in the following

sections, we regard the output current Iaccas the extracted electron

current Ie.

The neutralization efficiency of H~ ions was measured

experimentally. Figure 5 shows the unneutralized current at the

position of the Faraday cup I~(FC) as a function of the pressure in the

beam drift tank, where the accel voltage, the accel current ( or the

extracted electron current ) and the pressure In plasma source P are
A

kept constant. The unneutralized current decreases exponentially with

the pressure. The extracted H~ current ' can be estimated by

extrapolating the curve toward the zero line density. It should be

noted that the slope of the curve is consistant with the data of cross

sections for neutralization and re-ionization of H~.

The current thus neasured electrically was confirmed by the

calorimetrical measurement. The equivalent beam current (which means

the current including the equivalent current of neutralized beam ) was

estimated from the temperature rise of the calorimeter. Figure 6

presents the measured current as a function of the pressure in drift
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experlmental1y. F1gure 5 shows the unneutral1zed cucrent at the 

poslt1on of the Faraday cup I-(FC) as a functlon of thc pressure 1n the 

beam dr1ft tank， where the accel voltage， the accel current ( or t~e 

extracted electron current ) and the pressure ln plasma source P
A 

are 

kept constant. The unneutral1zed current decreases expol1ent1al1y wlth 

the pressure. The extracted H-current can be estlmated by 

extrapolatlng the curve toward the zero l1ne density. It should be 

noted that the slope of the curve 1s conslstant w1th the data of cross 

sect10ns for neutra11zatlon and re-1onlzatlon of H • 

百lecurrent thus圃easuredelectr1cally官'asconf1rmed by the 

calorillletr1cal臨 asurement. The equlvalent beam current (wh1ch i陪 aos

the current 1nclud1ng tbe equ1valent current of neutrallzed beam )冒as

estimated from the temperature r1se of the calorlmeter. F1gure 6 

presents the measured current as a funct10n of the 
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tank. All operating parameterr. are sane as those in Fig.5. Although

the extracted H~ current is kept constant! the measured current

decreases at a lower pressure. This is due to the space charge effect;

at lower pressure, the beam divergence become* worse as shown in Fig.6

by dotted line, and the fraction of the beans intercepted by the

calorimeter decreases rapidly. (Remember that the diameter of the

calorimeter is relatively S M I I . ) In order to know the extracted H~

current, the measured value should be calibrated by this geometrical

efficiency. If calibrated, the current becomes constant as shown in

Fig.6. The current is 4.05 mA, which almost agrees with the electrical

measurement in Fig.5 ( 4.7 mA ).

Figure 7 shows an example of momentum spectra of the negative ion

beam measured by the compact mass analyser. Considering the

neutralization efficiencies for H~ and impurities, we can estimate

Impurity content at the ion source. When the plasma source is

conditioned, the impurity content decreases to a few percent of

extracted H~ ions.

4. Experimental results on conventional multicusp plasma source

The dependence of the extracted H~ current on various operating

parameters was investigated in S-Bucket and L-Bucket sources.

Plasma grid bias voltage

Figure 8 shows the dependence of H~ current on the bias voltage of

the plasma grid for the S-Bucket source, where the extracted electron

current is kept constant. The bias voltage was applied with respect to

the anode and changed b> using the outer electrical circuit as shown in

Fig.l. The H~ current is small when the plasma grid is left floating

electrically and it increases rapidly with the bias voltage. This

tendency is more evident when the pressure in the plasma source becomes

lower. The H current did not Increase when the plasma grid was biased

more positive than the anode.

Pressure in plasma source

Figure 9 shows the pressure dependence for the S-Bucket source.

The arc voltage Is 80 V and the arc current is changed in the range of 5

A to 10 A to keep the extracted electron current constant. There is a

- 5 -
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tank. A11 operat1ng parameterr. are aawe as those 1n Fig.5. A1though 

the extracted H-curr.nt 1a kept conatsnt. the mc岨圃uredcurrent 

dec~e.ses at a lower pre..ure. Th1. 1a due to thc 8paee chorgQ effectj 

・t10WQr p~e・.ure. the bea圃 d1vera.ncebeco・e・woroc08 shoWfl 1n Flg.6 

by dott・d11n.. and the fract1~n of the b直am・lntcre岨ptedby the 

c&1or1回t~r d.cr..... rap1dly. (Rc闘圃bDrthat thc d1a回目曲rof thc 

E・101'1:醐凶r1. r・1・UVa1y・闘11.) tn ord・rto know th圃 extroctedH-

current. the .e..urad va1ue .hcu1d be c・l1br・tedby th:l.a 8eol随 tr1en1

eff1c1ency. If c.11brat・d.thιcurrent beco皿・ con8tantas 8hown 1n 

F1g.6. Th.巳urrent1・4.05・A.wh1eh &11ω・tagreea w1th the e1ectr1ea1 

国，ea.ure醍 nt10 F1g.S ( 4.7酷 ト

F1gure 7 show. an 回 aaple::of回 睡 眠u・spectraof the negat1ve 10n 

beam・e.suredby the co.pact・.8Sanalyzer. COQ・ider1ngthe 

neutra1izat10R eff1ciencies for H-・ndt.pur1t1ea. we can eat1mate 

tmpur1ty content at the ion 80urce. 蜘ーnthe p1aa闘 aourcei・
cond1tioned. the 1apurity content d・crealleato・fewperc.nt of 

.xtr・ctedH-10n.. 

4. Experimental re・u1t・onconvent10nal ault1cuap pl..回・ource

The dependence of the extracted H-current on var10ua operat1ng 

para.eter・wa・1nve・tigated1n S-Bucket and L圃 'Bucket80urces. 

P1aa.. grid bias v01tage 

F1gure 8 shows the dependence of H-current on the bia8 v01tage of 

the pla... gr1d for the S-Bucket source.崎町ethe ex:racted e1ectron 

current 18 kept conatant. The b1as voltage was appl1ed w1th reopect to 

the anode and changed b) ualng tbe outer e1ectr1cal c1rcuit 88 oho胴1in 

Fig.l. The H-current is s回 11曲 enthe plaama grld 18 left float1ng 

electrically and it increases rapidly wltb tbe bla8 voltage. Thi8 

tendency i8・oreev1dent日benthe preasure 1n the pla8m8 aource becou砲S

10wer. 百1eH current d1d not inerease誠司enthe plasma gr1d was blased 

・orep08itive than tbe anode. 

Pressure in plasaa source 

F1gure 9 shows the preS8ure dependence for the S-Bucket source. 

The arc voltage 1s 80 V and the arc current Is changed in the range of 5 

A to 10 A to keep tbe extracted electroD curreDt CODstant. There 1s a 

-5-
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optimum pressure to maximise the 1~, which is 0.9 Fa in this case. The

optimum pressure becomes slightly lower in cane of the L-Bucket source (

0.7 Pa ).

Arc voltage

Figure 10 shows the dapsndnnca on Che arc voltage. The arc voltage

was changed by controlling th» filament emission current so as to keep

the extracted electron currant constant. The H~ current has its maximum

value at the arc voltage of 70 V and it decreases rapidly at lower arc

voltage.

Filament diameter

It was found that the filament diameter has a significant effect on

the K~ current. Our bucket source usually employ large diameter

filaments ( D- 1.5*-1.8*) to obtain a long life time. But it was found

that the H~ current increases b> factor 2 or 3 when the large diameter

filaments were replaced by small diameter filaments ( D- 0.8* ). Same

effect was observed when the arc discharge was turned on right after the

filament current was turned off. This effect is considered to be caused

by the magnetic field induced by the filament current.

Plasma density

The plasma density was then increased with keeping the parameters

mentioned above at the optimum condition. Figure 11 shows the H~

current as a function of the extracted electron current for both

S-Bucket and L-Bucket sources, where the arc current is increased up to

230 A in case of S-Bucket and 500 A in case of L-Bucket. The

acceleration voltage V a c c was also increased up to 18 kV with the

electron current I so as to keep the beam divergence ( or perveance )

almost constant. The H~current increases linearly with the electron

current at low density region but is gradually saturated at higher

density region. In case of L-Bucket source, the H~ current has a

plateau value of 2 aA ( 4 mA/cm2) at I - 2 A ( 4 A/cm2 ), which
e 12 —3

corresponds to the bulk plasma density of about 1.2 x 10 cm , and

then decreases rapidly.

At the condition of I, « 2 A, the positive ion current I of about

50 «A was extracted when the polarity of the acceleration voltage was

reversed. Thus. fro» Fig. 11, the ratio of I~/I is 0.04 for L-Bucket

- 6 -
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cpti皿A pre..ur・touxi・l.:ethc 1 ，抽ichi. 0.9 Pa ln thls case. The 

opti副・ prea.urebeco・睡・・liahtly10'鵬l'ln c・neof the L-Bucket 80urce ( 

0.7 P. ). 

Arc volt・g・
Figure 10 ・hO"1tha d・p・nd.ncaon the arc volt.g唖 TheII.rc voltaSll 

".・ ch.ngedby controllinl the f11制嶋nt0.1..10n current ・o"8 to keep 

the axtr.ct.d e1・ctroncurr・ntcon・t.nt. The H-current h". ltl温畠宜lmum

va1u・.tthe .rc volt.ae of 70 V岨ndlt decreases r.pld1y at 10wer arc 

volt.8e. 

Fi1ament dlaaeter 

lt wa・foundthat the fl1.・entdia.eter ha. a slgnlficant effect on 

the K-current. Our bucket lource ulu.11y 個 p10y1arge dla隅 ter
中中fi1岨畢nU( D・1.5・1.8Y

) to obtaln • 10n8 1ife ti田 ・ But it wa・found

that th. H-current lncre..ー・ b) f.ctor 2 01' 3 when th由 l.rle di....tf!r 

fil・回nt・wererepl.ced by・..11dl.回同l'fU:a闘nt・(D・o.a!jl). s・輔
eff・ct"“ ob.erved vhan the .rr. di.ch.r'l "1・turnedon rlght .fter the 

fU...nt curral~t WI・turned off. Thl. effect il con.idered to be c・u・・d

by tha ..gnetlc fi・1dlnduced by the fil.田 ntcurrent. 

P1・・・.den・ity
The pl.... den.lty w.a then lncreaaed wlth keepins the parametera 

aentioned .bove .t the opttaua condltlon. F18ure 11 show. the H-

current ・・.functlon of the extr.cted e:ectron current for both 

S-Bucket and L-Bucket・ourc:e.，由erethe arc c:urrent 1s 1ncre..ed up to 

230 A ln c..e of S-Bucket and SOO A 10 c.・eof L-.昌uck.t. 百1e

.cceleration volt.ge Vacc W.I .110 increaaed up to 18 kV wlth the 

-1ectron current ze回 a・tokeep the be.. dlvergeoce ( 01' perveance ) 

・1・0・tconatant. The B-current locre...目 l10..r1yW1Lh the e1ectron 

current at low denslty reglon but 1・gr.duollyaaturated at hlgher 

deo.ily region. 10 c.ae of L-Bucket ・ource，the H-current has a 
2 

p1ateau va1ue of 2・A( 4 ・A/c.~) .t 1_ -2 A ( 4 A/c・).wh1ch 
.~12-3 corresponds to the bulk pla・・adenalty of about 1.2 x 10.. co ~ and 

then decreaaes rapidly. 

At the condltlon of 1.・2A. tbe posltlve 10n current 1+ of about 

50・Awaa extracted When the po1arity of the acceleration v01tage町'as
ー+reversed. Thua. fror Flg. 11. the ratio of 1-/1' Is 0.04 for L-Bucket 

-6-
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and 0.018 for S-Bucket. The KAximua value of l"/I+ is 0.12 and 0.04,

respectively.

Discussion

The difference In the ratio of l"/I+ between the S-Buekot and Clio

L-Bucket sources is suggestive. It has been pressed by Bacal ct al

and Hiskes et al /IS/ that the H~ Ions are mainly formed by the

collision between cold electrons ( <1 eV ) and vibratlonully or

rotatlonally excited hydrogen molecules. The excited molecules arc

forced by wall collisions of the rjolecular lona ( H* , H* ) or by fast

electron ( -60 eV ) collisions with oolecular hydrogens. In the case of

the S-Bucket source, there will exist a large amount of excited

molecules because the vail collisions are enhanced by the small chamber

size and the population of excited molecular ions and fast electrons

is large. However, in practice, the ratio of l"/I is small. This is

thought to bo due to the lack of the cold electrons. On the contrary,

the L-bucUet source has a large amount of cold electrons. In this case,

the ratio l"/I+ is relatively large in spite of the low population of

the excited molecules. The electron temperature neems to be tht most

crucial parameter.

S. Experimental results on tandem multicusp plasma source

For formation of H~, not only the fast electrons to produce the

excited molecules but also the low temperature electrons fur electron

attachment are needed. These two requirements, which oppose each

other in conventional multicusp plasma source, can be satisfied in the

tandem multicusp plasma source, where the discharge chamber is divided

into two zones by a magnetic field. In order to increase the H"

current, we employed the tandem oulticusp plasma source ( T-Bucket ) and

made a preliminary experiment on it.

Optimization of chamber depth and filter configuration

The discharge chamber of the T-Bucket source is composed of four

units called cathode unit ( C-unlt ), short anode unit ( S-unit ), long

anode unit ( L-unit ) and filter unit ( F-unit ). In the present

experiment, the F-unit, which produces the magnetic filter like the LBL

source /I/, is not used. The transverse filter field is formed by the
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and 0.018 for S-Bucket. The ~ax1副m value of 1-/r+ 1s O.口 andO.O~ ， 

re・pect1vely.
01.cu..10n 

-..+ 
泊施 d1ffer・nc・l，nth. rat:Lo oE I-/IT hatwccn thc S-8uc:kot lInd thc 

L-Buck.t ・ourc:..1・・ulI..t1v・.tt h.. been pror-~8cd by D且c:nlct 111 1141 

・ndH1.ku杭叫 /15/that th. H-10n. ara 1M1nly formcd by ~hc 

col11.10n between cold・lectron.(さ1eV ) and vlbrat1onolly or 

rotationally exc1ted hydrogen lriQlecu'.a.. The exc1ted molecules ar巴

for皿 dby w.l1 col11.10n. of the ~lecular lona (日+.H+}orby fast 2 • --1 
electron ( ~60 eV ) coll1.10n~ wlth回 lecularhydrogens. ln the case of 

the S-Bucket .ource. there w111 exlst a large amount of exc1ted 

molecules becauae the ~al1 coll1a10ns are enhanced by the amall chamber 

s1ze and the populat10n of exclted molecular lona and fast electrons 

1s large. Howe~・er. 1n pr.ct1ce. the ratlo of 1-/I+ lo amal1. This 18 

thought to b白 dueto the l.ck af the cold electrona. on the cont~ary. 

th由 L-bucl.et・ourceh.. • l.r.e・mountof c:old elcctron.. ln thla ca曲~.

the ratlo I-/I+ 1. r・1.Uv・ly1・rl・ln・plteof tl'l! low pop¥Alot1on of 

the exc1ted 1101・cul... Th. electron temper.ture圃eeuto b量 th"moat 

cruc1.1 p.r...ter. 

S. Exper1~ntal re・ultaon t.ndem ault1cusp pl岨ama・ource
For for・at10nof H-. not only the f.at electrona to produce the 

exc1ted lIOJ.ecule. but .1.0 the low tellperature electrona fur electron 

attach..nt are needed. 百，eaetwo requ1re..nta. wh1ch oppose each 

other 10 convent10n.l .ult1cu・pplaa回 aource.can be圃atiaf!ed1n the 

taodea .ult1cuap pla... .ource.油 erethe d1&charge cha曲目1&div1ded 

1nto two zones by a ・.gneticf1eld. 10 order to 111crease the H-

current， we eaployed the tandem回 lt1cuapplas回 sOllrce( T-Bucket ) and 

made a prel1・1naryexper1.ent on 1t. 

句t1mizat10nof chaaber depth and f1lter conf1gurat10n 

The d1scharge chamber of the T-Bucket source 1s composed of four 

unlts called cathode un1t C C-ulllt ). altort anode un1t C S回 un1t). long 

anode un:lt ( L-un1t ) and fllter un1t ( F噌 n1t). ln the present 

exper1ment. the F-un1t. which produces the magnetic filter like the LBL 

source /1/. 1s not used. The transverse fl1ter field 1s fon四 dby the 
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permanent magnets on the anode like the Culham source /9/. Each unit

can ba exchanged with one another or removed if desired. Th»« v:c can

vary the filter position and the chamber depth. In addition, the filter

configuration can be varied by re-arranging the permanent magnets on the

anode.

Figures 12-15 show tht extractable H~ current for various magnet

configurations. The symbols N and S refer to north or south pole of the

magnets facing the discharge, and the set of the symbols indicates the

row of magnets on the left side of the source in Fig.2. The right side

is of the opposite polarity. The symbols N' and S' refer to stronger

cusp lines which is formed by adding a strong magnet ( 10 mm wide, 20 mm

thick ) to the original magnet ( 5 mm wide, IS mm thick ). The chamber

depths are 30 cm, 22 cm, IS cm and 8 cm in Figs. 12, 13. 14 and 15,

respectively. The pressure in the arc chamber is kept to be the optimum

value of 0.5 Pa.

In all cases, the H~ current increases linearly with the electron

current at low plasma density, gradually becomes saturated at higher

density and then decreases. The maximum value of H~ current was 6 mA (

12 mA/cm ), which was obtained with the NS'NS configuration. In this

case the positive ion current of 30 mA was obtained when the polarity of

the acceleration voltage was reversed. Thus the ratio I"/I+ is 0.2. The

maximum value of I~/I+ was obtained with the NS'NS and NS1

configurations at Ie - 0.15 A ( 0.3 A/cm
2 ) and it was about 0.35.

The dependence of H~ current on the chamber depth is interesting.

Concentrating on the data from weak filter configurations ( NSNSNSNS,

NSNSNS, NSNS, NS ), which are shown by solid lines in Figs. 12-15, it

can be seen that the extractable H~ current tends to increase with the

chamber depth. This is thought to be due to the reduction of the

electron temperature. In the strong filter configurations, there exists

an optimum chamber depth.

Electron temperature

The electron temperature Te was measured for three typical magnetic

configurations; NS'NS, NSNS and NS corresponding to high, middle and low

H yield. The maximum values of I~ are 6 mA, 2.1 mA and 1.2 mA,

respectively. A Langmuir probe, which was inserted into the center axis

of the source, was used to measure T£ . The distance from the plasma

grid to the probe is 1.5 cm. Figure 16 shows typical probe traces for
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per皿 nent副 gnetson the anode !ike the Culham source /9/. Each unit 

can be exchanged with one anothe~ or removed if desired. Th....守c. ~an 

vary the fl1ter posltlon and the chamber depth. In addition. the filter 

conflguratlon can he varled by re-arranglng the permanent magncts on th日

anode. 

Flaures 12・1S圃howth. extractable H-current for various magnet 

conf1gurat1ona. 'l'he・y曲 olsN and S refer to north or south pole of the 

magneta faclng the dlDcharge. and the set of the symbols indlcates the 

row of magnets on the left alde of the source in Fig.2. The rlght slde 

Is of the opposlte polarlty. The symbols N' and S' refer to stronger 

cusp l1nes whlch Is fon麗 dby adding a strong回 gnet( 10 mm wlde. 20 mm 

thlck ) to the orlg1nal回 gnet( 5 mm wlde. 15 mm thlck). The chamber 

depths are 30 cm. 22 cm. 15 c. and 8 cm ln Flgs・12，13. 14 and 15. 

respectively. The pressure ln the arc chamber 1s kept to be the optlmum 

value of 0.5 Pa. 

In all cases. the H-current lncreasea l1nearly wlth the electron 

current at low plasmB denalty. gradually beco田 ssaturated at hlgher 

denslty and then decreas.a. The maxl回国 valueof H-current was 6 mA ( 

12 mA/c田2).曲 ichwas obtalned wlth the NS'NS conflguratlon. ln thls 

case the poaitlve lon current of 30 mA was obtalned when the polarlty of 

the acceleratlon voltage was reversed. Thus the ratlo 1-/1+ 18 0.2. The 

maxlmuo value of 1-/1+ was obtalned wlth the MS'NS制 dNS' 

conflguration8 at Ie・0.15A ( 0.3 A/c.2 ) and lt was about 0.35. . 

The dependence of H-current on the chamber depth is 1nterestlng. 

Concentratlng on the data from weak filter conflguratlons ( NSNSNSNS. 

NSNSNS. NSNS. NS ).叫tlchare shown by solid lines in Flgs. 12・15.lt 

can be seen that the extractable H-current tends to increase wlth the 

chamber depth. This i8 thought to be due to the reduction of the 

electron teoperature. In the strong fl1ter configuratlons. there exlsts 

an optl瞳umchamber depth. 

Electron temperature 

百1eelectron te・，peratureTe was measured for three typical magnetlc 

configurationSi NS'NS. NSNS and NS correspondlng to high. middle and low 

a-yield. The maxiuum values of 1-are 6 oA. 2.1 mA and 1.2圃A.

respectively. A Langmuir probe.叫tichwas inserted lnto the center axls 

of. the source. 曹司Sused to weasure T_ • 百tedistance from the plasma e 
grid to the probe is 1. 5 c・Figure16 shows typical probe traces for 
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the three cases, where almost the same values of electron saturation

current are obtained by adjusting the arc power. The primary electron

component was not observed in the traces. At a glance, we can see that

the plasma produced in NS'NS configuration, where the H~ yield is

highest, has the lowest electron temperature and the highest space

potential of the three configurations. In Fig. 17, T is shown ns a

function of the electron current for the three configurations. The

numbers suffixed to the data points indicate the arc power in kW.

Although a large arc power is input in the NS'NS configuration, T is

lower than other two configurations. There seems to be a strong

correlatioi

decreases.

correlation between T and the H yield; as T increases, the H yield

Calorimetrical measurement

The H~ current was confirmed by the calorimetrical measurement.

Figure 18 shows the calorimetrically measured H~ current for NS'NS

configuration! where all operating parameters Are same as those in Fig.

14. The currents are almost same but somewhat smaller than those

measured electrically.

6. Concluding remarks

The experimental results on the three types of imilticusp plasma

source ( S-Bucket, L-Bucket and T-Bucket ) are summarized as follows;
_ 2

1) The maximum value of H current of 6 mA ( 12 mA/cm ) was obtained

in T-Bucket source by optimizing the magnetic filter configuration

, chamber depth and other operating parameters. The pressure in

arc chamber was as low as 0.5 Pa.

2) The H~ current increases linearly with the electron current at

low plasma density but is gradually saturated at higher density.

The maximum value of I~/I+, of 0.35, is obtained in the T-Bucket

source at lower density.

3) The electron temperature seems to be the most crucial parameter

affecting the H~ yield.

4) Extractable H~ current increases when the plasma grid is biased

positive with respect to the anode.

5) Optimum arc voltage is 50-70 V.

6) Optinua pressure in the arc chamber is 0.5-0.9 Pa.

- 9 -
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the three cases. where almost the same values of electron saturation 

current are obtained by adjustil1g the arc power. The pr1mary electron 

component was not observed in the traces. At a glance， we can see that 
the plasrna produced in NS ・NSconfiguratioll， where the H-y1eld is 

highest. ha8 the lowe8t electro!百 tcmperatureand the h1ghest space 

pot岨ntialof the three conf1gurationl. ln Fig. 17. T
e 

1自由hownIlS a 

funct10n of the electron cu~'rent for th圃 threeconfigurations. The 

numbers suffixed to the data po1nts ind1cate the arc power in kW. 

Although a large arc power is i~lpUt i!i the NStNS configurat1on. T
e 

1s 

lQwer than other two configurations. TIlere seems to be a strong 

correlation betweer. T_ and the H yieldo as T_ increases， the H yield 
e e 

decreases. 

Calorimetrical measurelnent 

The H current was confirmed by the calorimetrical measur~ment. 

Figure 18 shows the calorimetrical1y meaaured H-current for NS ・NS
configurat:l.on， where a11 operat1ng parametera岨reS4me as those 1n Fig. 

14. The currents are almo圃t8/lme but ・omewhat8maller than those 

measured electrically. 

6. Concluding remarks 

官官 experimentalresults on the three types of ~ulticusp plas回

source ( S-Bucket， L-Bucket and T-Bucket ) are su四uarizeda8 follows; 

1) The m皿 imumva1ueof H current of 6mA〈12M/cm2}waBobtained

in T-Bucket source by optimizing the magnetic filter configuration 

， chamber depth and other operating parameters. The pressure in 

arc chamber was as low a8 0.5 Pa. 

2) 百leH-current increases linearly with the electron current at 

low plasma density but is gradually saturated at higher density. 
ー+百lemaxim四 valueof 1-/1'， of 0.35， is obtained in the T-Bucket 

source at lower density. 

3) The electron temperature see皿sto be the圃ostcrucial parameter 

affecting the H yield. 

4) Extractable U-current increases曲 enthe pla自国 grid is biased 

positiv邑 withrespect to the anode. 

5) Optiau. arc voltage is 50-70 V. 

6) OptiJIII.皿 pressurein the arc cha曲 目 白 0.5-0.9Pa. 
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We are now going to make additional experiments with the T-Bucket

source to enhance the H~ yield. Our present objective is to obtain the

H~ current density of 20-30 mA/cm2 at low pressures. In parallel to the

study of H~ production, the study of the separation and the acceleration

of H" ions will start in n«ar future.
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We are now go1ng to・akeadd1t1onal exper1ments w1th the T-Bucket 

圃ourceto enhance the o-y1eld. Our preaent objective is to obtain the 

1¥ current den・ityof 20・30叫 Icm2at 1叩 pres8ure8. In para11el to thp 

・tudyof H圃 product1on.the Itudy of the lep・rationand th自 acce!eration

of H-10nl w111・tart1n n，・.rfutur・.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental apparatus.
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Fig. 2 Cross sectional view of T-Bucket source.
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TABLE I Parameters of JAERI volume H source

Chamber length
width
depth

Cusp length

Cusp arrangement
to beam axis

Magnetic field
strength at wall

Filaments

Chamber material

Cooling

S-Bucket

19.2 cm
12 cm
15.5 cm

258 en

parallel

1.25 kG

1.0*x 4

Copper

active

L-Bucket

40 cm
25 cm
34 cm

950 cm

perpendicular

2.7 kG

1.0*x 8

Copper

active

T-Bucket

36 cm
21 cm

variable

variable

1-direc; per.
w-<Jirec; par.

1.25 kG

1.0*x 8

BUS

inactive
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TABLE 1 Para田 ter・ofJAERI volume H 80urce 

S-Buckt<t L-Bucket T-Bucket 

αlamber length 19.2 CIII 40 cm 36 cm 
wldth 12 CI1l 25 cm 21 cm 
depth 15.5 cm 34 cm variable 

Cusp length 258 cm 950 cm varlable 

'‘ Cusp arrangelllent parall'!l perpendlcular 1・dlrec;per. 
to bea皿 axls w-d!rec; par. 

Magnet1c f1eld 1.25 kG 2.7 kG 1.25 kG 
strength at wall 

Filament8 1.0中'x4 1.04>x 8 1.0中x8 

Chamber IUterial Copper Copper IIUII 

Coo1ing actlve actlve lnact1ve 
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Fig. 3 An example of the bean profile measured by Faraday cup for

various Helaholtc coil current.
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Fig. 4 An example of H ion beam -rofile.
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Fig. 7 An exanple of momentum apectra of negative ion beam.
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Fi8. 7 An oxa.ple of mo脚 ntum.pectr・ofneg・tiveion beam. 
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Fig. 8 Effect of the bi«i voltage on H~ current.
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Fig. 9 Dependence of H~ current on the pressure in arc chamber.
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Fig.10 Dependenca of H~ current on the arc voltage. The extracted
electron current la kept conatant by controlling the arc
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Fig.12 H~ currant for various nagnetic filter configurations. The units

of C, S and L are used.
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Fig.16 Langumuir probe traces obtained in various filter configurations

; (a) NS'NS (b) NSNS and (c) NS. Electron saturation currents

are almost the saae in each case, while the arc powers are

(a) 30.8 kW, (b) 14.5 kW and (c) 8.7 kW.
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Fig.17 Electron temperature for three type* of filter configurations.
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Fig.18 H~ current measured by the calorimeter for NS'NS configuration.
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